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Glucosinolates, anionic plant secondary metabolites shared in order Brassicales together with Glucosinolates Hydrolysis

Products have recently gained much focus due to their biological activities and mechanisms of action. We reviewed from

various scientific databases, the health benefits of GSs/GSHPs, approaches to improve plant contents, their

bioavailability, and bioactivity. Findings indicate these compounds (natural, pure, synthetic, and derivatives) play an

important role in human/animals (disease therapy and prevention), plant health (defense chemicals,

biofumigants/biocides), and food industries (preservatives). Overall, much interest focuses on in vitro studies as anti-

cancers and antimicrobials. In plant, GSs/GSHPs improvement utilizes mostly biotic/abiotic stresses and short periods of

phytohormones application. Their availability and bioactivity are directly proportional to their contents at the source which

is affected by methods of food preparation, processing, and extraction. We, conclude that, to a greater extent, there is a

need to explore and improve GSs rich sources, and these should be emphasized to obtain natural bioactive compounds/

active ingredients that can be included among synthetic and commercial products for use in maintaining and promoting

health. Furthermore, the development of advanced researches on compounds pharmacokinetics, their molecular mode of

action, genetics-based on biosynthesis, their uses in promoting the health of living organisms is highlighted.
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1. Introduction

Glucosinolates (GSs) are natural, sulfur-rich anionic secondary metabolites, widely distributed in plants of the order

Brassicales , mainly in the angiosperms families like Brassicaceae. Together with glucosinolate hydrolysis products

(GSHPs), they are collectively described as mustard oil glucosides . Only about 137 GSs have been characterized so

far in plants . Their core structure is composed of a β-D-glucosyl residue linked by a sulfur atom to a cis-N-

hydroxyminosulfate ester, and a variable R group derived from a modified amino acid chain (which is the precursor used

to group GSs into distinct classes). In plants, GS/GSHP compounds determine the distinct aroma, pungent flavors, and

taste of foods .

GSs normally exist as intact compounds localized in vacuoles of different cell types. They are degraded to GSHPs by an

endogenous glycosylated thioglucosidases enzyme known as myrosinase, which is physically separated in vacuoles of

myrosin cells . Myrosinase is activated upon cell disruption (e.g., during plant injury, feeding by herbivore/insects),

metabolism by gut bacteria ; usually in the presence of water. The enzyme hydrolyzes GSs thioglucoside bond

producing glucose, sulfate and unstable aglycone moieties which are spontaneously rearranged to either isothiocyanates

(ITCs), thiocyanates, epithionitriles, nitriles and oxazolidines, among others . The type of GSHP compounds formed

depends on the nature of the GS, reaction conditions (e.g., pH, ions) and presence of other compounds such as ascorbic

acid and epithiospecifier proteins .

As natural chemicals that facilitate defense responses against different types of stresses (biotic and abiotic) in plant ,

GSs/GSHPs, have other diverse functions that have caused them to quickly gain in popularity as a subject of growing

scientific interest. Plants utilize the GSs-myrosinase system, the “mustard oil bomb”  as a self-defense system against

microbes and herbivores , and lowering of myrosin cell activity makes plants more susceptible to predators and insects

like aphids . In addition, compounds released from the hydrolysis of intact GSs by myrosinase enzymes are used as

biocides/biofumigants in agriculture. Pharmacological studies have also shown that GSs/GSHPs have supplemental

health promoting/beneficial properties as anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, antioxidant, cholinesterase inhibitors and as

cancer preventive agents in humans, while in the food industry these compounds are used in food preservation owing to

their microbial inhibitory ability .
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The majority of the biological activities of GSs are linked to their GSHPs , however, intact GSs also have the capability

of modulating and impacting some biological systems . These activities may be enhanced by the availability of more

than one compound which display synergetic mode of action between or with other compounds . Certain other factors

which affect the bioactivity of these compounds include the plants’ GSs profiles (concentration and composition)  and

hydrolysis enzyme actions . Variations in plants’ GSs profiles and enzyme activity may occur among genotypes ,

cultivars, organs , accessions , varieties , growth stage and depending on environmental or growth conditions

like photoperiods , temperature, water, nutrient availability.

2. Development

Besides the naturally available sources of GSs, recently, the prediction of new, efficient bioactive GSs/GSHPs and their

derivatives have been evaluated. Among them include ITC derivatives with higher antimicrobial activity ,

chemopreventive properties , herbicidal activity , antimicrobial activity , anti-tumor activity , ITCs with moderate

anti-inflammatory  and ITCs with similar anti-proliferative activity as natural ITCs .

Furthermore, improvement strategies of natural GSs/GSHPs compounds using elicitors or biotic and abiotic stresses;

which influence concentration, biological activity, GSs-myrosinase enzyme action, have also been assessed. In response

to such factors, it has been shown that the expression profiles of various transcription factors related to GSs biosynthesis

differ in various genotypes, which can be used to provide genetic diversity as well as phenotypic diversity in the GSs

content .

Through the exploration of several studies, this review aims at providing up to date information on health benefits of

different types of GSs/GSHPs, and the factors that affect their natural occurrence and bioavailability, for the various

beneficial health roles they possess; so as to help in investigating the therapeutic values of these compounds in future.

3. Conclusions

GSs/GSHPs offer a wide variety of health benefits, including disease prophylactic and therapeutic effects. This review

shows the usefulness of these compounds in preventing and reducing disease progression in humans and animals, their

biocidal, biofumigation capabilities in plants, and their antimicrobial use in the food industry as food preservatives.

Although their composition and concentration vary in various crop species, organs, cultivars, and at different stages of

development, sometimes in response to both abiotic and biotic factors, strategies to improve specific compounds have

been successful, leading to improved crop varieties with both nutritional and pharmacological benefits. Biological activity

assays on GSs-rich extracts exhibit a positive correlation between concentrations of GSs/GSHPs-related benefits in

organisms. Taking this into consideration, the bioavailability of these compounds should be well maintained in their

sources through choosing and having handling, preparative techniques, extraction methods that maintain them.

This review also reveals the necessity to maintain GSs content as bioactive compounds, to explore and improve GSs rich

plant as a source of these natural compounds, which have potential as active ingredients among synthetic and

commercial products to maintain and promote health. Considering that most research evaluating these natural

compounds mainly focuses on the plant of Brassicaceae family, there is furthermore a need to probe the compounds even

more in vivo studies, to understand their primary mechanism of actions and their molecular targets should also be

emphasized.
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